
August 4th, 2015

Launch of ‘TASAKI TIMEPIECES’, High-End Jeweller
TASAKI's First Luxury Timepieces Collection

TASAKI (TASAKI & Co., Ltd.; Kobe Headquarter office: 6-3-2 Minatojima Nakamachi, Chuo-ku,

Kobe; Tokyo Headquarter office: 5-7-5 Ginza, Chuo-ku, Tokyo; Board Director & CEO:

Toshikazu TAJIMA) will launch the ‘TASAKI TIMEPIECES’ collection, the brand's first luxury

timepieces, in August 2015. The collection will be unveiled at ‘Technology Changes

Watchmaking’, an event during the second week of ‘2015 WATCH Collector's Week’ held from

Wednesday, August 5th at The Stage on the first floor of the main building at Isetan Shinjuku

Store (3-14-1 Shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo). Thereafter, on Wednesday, August 12th, the

timepieces will appear at the TASAKI Ginza Flagship Store.

‘TASAKI TIMEPIECES’ is a luxury timepieces collection that is 100% Japan Made by TASAKI,

the high-end jeweller based in Japan that has consistently produced innovative, sophisticated

jewellery founded on the highest standards of ‘Quality’, ‘Creativity’ and ‘Craftsmanship’.

Timepieces from three series will be on display: the ‘Odessa’ series with a line-up for both men

and women and featuring an original stepped bezel; the modern, innovative ‘refined rebellion’

series, where TASAKI has applied its representative jewellery series designs to luxury

timepieces; and the ‘serpentine’ series with its organic, sensual form shaped by snake-like

curves that sinuously entwine the timepiece's body. Including the ‘Odessa Tourbillon’—the

ultimate model that conveys TASAKI's singular creativity and innovation with the two key

elements of pearls and diamonds—the line-up contains 11 timepieces in all, such as jewellery

watches with the striking beauty of diamonds and other gemstones, along with other models

perfectly suited to everyday use.

The arrival of ‘TASAKI TIMEPIECES’ will allow our clients to experience the modern, refined

TASAKI brand vision through luxury timepieces.

Appearing at The Stage, first floor of the main building, Isetan Shinjuku Store from Wednesday, August 5th to

Tuesday, 11th, and the TASAKI Ginza Flagship Store on Wednesday, August 12th

© TASAKI

‘Odessa Tourbillon’ ¥27,000,000 (tax excluded)
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